### COLUMN HEADING | EXPLANATION
--- | ---
COURSE | Course prefix and number
SECT | Section number
GRP | Lead section of the common lecture section group (IND = individual instruction course)
STATUS | Section status (blank if active)
XLST | Cross-listed course (P = primary; S = secondary; blank if not)
OFFERED | Number of seats offered
LIMIT | Number of seats allowed with the limit percent set
ISSUED | Enrollment currently
XL-IS | Total enrollment of the sections in the cross-list
ISS/OFF | Decimal comparing the number of seats offered with current enrollment
ADV | Enrollment at end of advanced registration
MID | Enrollment before freshman orientation begins
STCLAS | Enrollment before first day of classes
ENDSCH | Enrollment at end of Schedule Adjustment Period
FROZEN | The date enrollment was frozen for statistical purposes
FRZ/OFF | Decimal comparing the number of seats offered with frozen enrollment
10 WEEK | Enrollment at the end of the 10-Week Drop Period
GRADE | Enrollment when grade sheets were issued
GRD/OFF | Decimal comparing the number of seats offered with enrollment when grade sheets were issued

For individual instruction courses, the course total for seats offered and percentages are according to the following formula

\[
\text{seats offered} = \text{seats issued}; \text{ except seats issued} = 0; \text{ then seats offered} = 1
\]

The seats offered and seat limit figures for canceled and individual instruction courses are not included in the department totals.